July 29, 2002

CUSTOMS MEMORANDUM ORDER
No. 32-2002

To: All District Collectors of Customs
    The Chiefs, Export Division
    The Chiefs, Export Coordination Division
    Other Concerned

Subject: Sale of Generalized System of Preference (GSP) Form A.

In a case investigated by the Customs Intelligence and Investigation Service (CIIS), it was established that a certain Mr. Michael Ong, Proprietor of Famous Electrical Enterprises, a non-GSP grantee, thru craft and stealth was able to use GSP Form A in the exportation of 2x20’ cargo lighter to Poland.

In order to protect and safeguard the interest of exporters with GSP treatment, only authorized personnel of accredited importers/exporters should be allowed to purchase Form A with the Export Division and Export Coordination Division and that Mr. Michael Ong be banned perpetually from doing business with the Bureau Customs.

This Order shall take effect immediately.

ANTONIO M. BERNARDO
Commissioner